Economics of War and Peace

A New View Presentation
Not so long ago people lived in harmony with nature. We did not need the use of chemicals, poisons, and altered genetics to grow and maintain our food supply. It is time to return to balance.
The **Liberty Bell** is an iconic symbol of American independence. It was cast with the lettering "Proclaim LIBERTY Throughout all the Land unto all the Inhabitants Thereof."

This is a Biblical reference from the Book of Leviticus (25:10) – “And you shall consecrate the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee for you ....”

This scripture is a reference to the Jubilee Year of ancient Israel when all **debts were to be cancelled** and each person had the **right of return to land** that had originally been allocated in a just manner.
The **Liberty Bell** cracked upon its arrival in Philadelphia shortly after being forged. In the image Native Chief Little Bear points to the crack as though reflecting upon the major flaw in the founding of American democracy – the lack of economic human rights based on each person’s birthright to the earth’s land and natural resources and to a money and banking system that enables fair trade without usury.

The **Crack in the Liberty Bell** thus understood has brought us to the point of gross wealth and power inequality which is fast destroying the basic freedoms and liberties of the inhabitants of the United States of America.
In a naturally just and harmonious society, everyone has fair access to the gifts of nature in order to procure their livelihood.
Privilege Fund Grows

When people must pay rent for access to land, exploitation of labor begins. Because of the Rent Leak, people cannot get capital without borrowing from the Privilege Fund lending system, and paying interest.
John Mohawk, a leading scholar and spokesman for the Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy.
Today, debt is the new serfdom.
These latter day pharaohs, the planet owners, the richest 5% - allow the rest of us to pay day after day for the right to live on their planet. And as we make them richer, they buy yet more of the planet for themselves, and use their wealth and power to fight amongst themselves over what each possesses ~ though of course it's actually us who have to fight and die in their wars.
Bill Gates is now the biggest private owner of farmland in the United States.

In total, Gates owns approximately 242,000 acres of farmland with assets totaling more than $690m. To put that into perspective, that’s nearly the size of Hong Kong...

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/apr/05/bill-gates-climate-crisis-farmland

“There are two ways to conquer and enslave a nation. One is by the sword. The other is by debt.”

769-0804  JOHN ADAMS
Collectors of the Privilege Fund invest in land and resources in "underdeveloped" countries.

To quell protests, investors call for military intervention.
The Military Industrial
Financial Intelligence Oil Complex
Depopulation should be the highest priority of foreign policy towards the third world, because the US economy will require large and increasing amounts of minerals from abroad, especially from less developed countries.

— Henry A. Kissinger
Resource Wars. 3-4 million people have been killed in the Congo since 1994 over gold, diamonds, coltan, copper, and other resources.
US Military Presence and Interventions in Asia, Pacific and Africa

Asia-Pacific has become the stage for a global tug-of-war to take control of resources and exert political and economic dominance by Western countries, with the United States at the helm. Years after it launched its Global War on Terrorism, the U.S. brought its wars to resource-rich countries in West Asia such as Syria, Lebanon and Libya, through military interventions in conspiracy with NATO forces. The real reason for which is not benevolence and international cooperation, but to take full control of resources, specifically oil and oil tunnels stretching from Africa to Europe. The continuous conquest launched military interventions, military and paramilitary exercises, cooperation agreements and proxy wars in a number of Asian countries affecting millions of lives in the region. With allies positioned in strategic locations in the region, the United States is encircling its rival China to contain its growing influence not just in Asia, but also in Africa and Latin America. The U.S. is also poised to flex its muscles in Africa by entering into cooperation and access agreements to use military bases in countries facing West Asia and the Atlantic. At present, the U.S. has already encircled Asia, Pacific and Africa with its own Unified Command Forces positioned in the Pacific Islands, in Central Asia, and in Germany and Italy in Europe and in Djibouti, Africa.
"The greatest purveyor of violence in the world: my own government, I cannot be silent."

Martin Luther King Jr.
Privilege Fund Enables War System

Collectors of the Privilege Fund invest in land and resources in “underdeveloped” countries.

To quell protests, investors call for military intervention.
We call ourselves the world's greatest democracy - we are absolutely a plutocracy! It's the most obvious thing in the world! Wealth governs this country! And wealth uses military violence to control the rest of the world as best it can. And we're responsible! And we will pay the price for it!

If we don't control our violence, if we don’t control the effect of the symbol of our glorification of violence, on our children and on the rest of the planet, then this human species is going to be the first to destroy itself completely. And that's the road the United States government has put us on. - Ramsey Clark, United States Attorney General from 1967 to 1969
The Land and Money Problems are Intertwined
The Privilege Fund is equitably returned to society by public collection of land and resource rents. Workers, with their just economic opportunities restored, can now accumulate capital through their own savings. Economic Justice, abundance and peace are restored.
True compassion is more than flinging a coin to a beggar; it comes to see that an edifice which produces beggars needs restructuring.

Martin Luther King Jr.
Pre-distributive Justice
The Land, Money and Tax Systems are Fairly Established so that extreme wealth inequality is simply not possible. This combines Freedom and Fairness and gets us out of the Left / Right Box.